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How do we model sublethal effects on 
individual life stages? 

 
Length, weight, fecundity 

that all stage transitions and migrations are triggered once an
individual attains a threshold value for the maturity variable. Thus,
within a population, the length at which individuals reach a given
maturity threshold can vary according to the food environment
experienced by individuals. In the present work, we evaluate the
effect of this model property in combination with the concept of time
windows for migration and/or maturation decision developed in
other life-history models (Mangel, 1994; Mangel and Satterthwaite,
2008). The time window for the migration decision helps us to better
understand the observed distributions of the length and age of
individuals that return to spawn to the river within a given cohort.

We distinguish three types of life events:

1. Stage transitions that are linked solely to the state of the individual,
e.g. birth where the individual starts feeding. Birth may be
relatively easily to observe experimentally, since the individual
starts feeding when it emerges from the gravel. However, the
transition between the juvenile and the adult stage, i.e. the start of
allocation of energy to the reproduction buffer, is usually
unobserved and different assumptions are tested.

2. Decisions, made prior to changes, that are triggered by the state of
the individual at a particular time in the year, e.g. the decision to
undergo smolting may occur months before the migration to the
ocean. Although not easily observable, these decision events have
been the focus of experimental studies (Beckman et al., 2007) and
life-history models (Mangel, 1994; Mangel and Satterthwaite,
2008).

3. Changes in habitats that occur at a particular date or season, e.g. the
migration to the ocean or the migration back to the river. In salmon
species, transitions between habitats are particularly drastic and
hence the states of the individuals that perform these migrations
are particularly well described in terms of age, length, weight and
fat content for instance (Hendry et al., 2001). In the present study, a
change in habitat only involves a change in the environmental
conditions experienced by the individual.

Combining the details of the salmon life history with these
transitions, decisions and changes in habitats and the standard DEB
model, we arrive at our Pacific salmon DEB model, which is shown
schematically in Fig. 2. Eggs and non-feeding larvae correspond to the
DEB embryo stage. At “birth” the individual has reached a maturity
thresholdMH

b and starts feeding, corresponding here to the emergence
of fry from the gravel nests.

The juvenile stage is split into two portions, defined by the habitat
being used, specifically river and ocean phases. The feeding and
assimilation processes are assumed to be different between these two
phases. The maintenance costs between the freshwater and the
marine environment could be different as well, as the maintenance of
ion gradients between these two environments can be different, but
for simplicity's sake we did not include this assumption in the present
work. The transition between the river and ocean phases is first
determined by a decision to migrate to the ocean, i.e., to become a
smolt at a given date. This decision must be made during the river
stage at a particular date ts (time window). If an individual has
reached a particular maturity thresholdMH

s at this date, the individual
undergoes the morphological and physiological changes associated
with smolting. Otherwise the individual remains in the river until the
next smolting decision window. Individuals that have smolted then
migrate and enter the ocean at a fixed date tms in a year cycle.

Individuals continue developing in the ocean until they reach a
maturity threshold MH

p , at which point they start allocating energy to
the reproduction buffer, i.e., they reach puberty and become adults.
After spending some time as an adult in the ocean, another decision is
made to migrate back to the river to spawn. As with the decision to
smolt, we assume that the decision to return to the river must be
made at a particular date tr. If the energy in the reproductive buffer
exceeds a threshold MER

r the individual begins the migration back to
the river; otherwise the individual spends another year in the ocean.
The adults that make the decision to migrate then enter the river at a
particular time tmr and stop feeding. Once they reach the spawning
grounds the reproductive buffer is transformed to eggs, and the adult
dies.

2.4. Simulations and comparison with data

As we aim for a generic model for the five species of Pacific salmon
in North-America, we first evaluated the ability of the model to
reproduce the average relationships observed among the different
salmon species between female traits and egg traits and between egg
traits and fry traits. We then analyzed the ability of the model to
capture the within-species relationships between these traits.

2.4.1. Multiple species simulations
In this section, we asked the following questions: i) Do the

predictions of the standard DEB model for the five different species of

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the life cycle of a Pacific salmon and link with DEB life stages and events. Timewindows for smolting decision (ts) and spawning decision (tr) prior
to smolt migration (tms) and spawning migration (tmr) were added to a standard DEB model. If the individual does not reach the required maturity threshold MH

s at ts, the individual
stays in the river until the next time window in the year cycle for smolting, and then migrates and enters the ocean at tms. Once in the ocean, if the individual does not reachMER

r , the
reproduction buffer threshold, at tr the individual stays an extra year or more in the ocean and then migrates back to the river at tmr and spawns.
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Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) models 
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How do we get temperature, food, and flow 
over the broad and diverse range of habitats? 
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Modeling the river environment (RAFT) 



Modeling the estuarine environment (SELFE-CoSiNE) 
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•  TOPS\WRF!incorporates!the!WRF!mesoscale!weather!model!within!the!the!
NASA!Terrestrial!Observa:on!and!Predic:on!System!(TOPS)!modeling!
framework!

•  TOPS\WRF!1\km!surface!weather!fields!(e.g.,!wind!direc:on,!wind!speed,!air!
temperature,!solar!radia:on!flux,!etc.)!are!being!used!to!drive!SELFE!

•  Computa:onally!intensive!–!model!runs!from!2003\2012!require!>50,000!CPU!
hours!!

w/m2$ m/s$ °C$

Shortwave!Radia:on! Wind!Speed! Air!temperature!at!2m!

August!1,!2009!

Surface meteorology from TOPS-WRF 1-km model 



Modeling!the!estuarine!environment!(SELFE\CoSiNE)!
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CoSiNE!model!parameters!need!to!be!tuned!for!the!estuarine!and!coastal!regions\!
currently!very!sensi:ve!to!detritus!N!and!Si 
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The modeling approach is capable of reproducing the zooplankton 
climatology demonstrated in empirical studies 

Modeled zooplankton Observed krill 

Modeling the ocean environment (ROMS-COSINE) 
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•  High!resolu:on!modeling!of!Bay\Delta!(SELFE,!TOPS\WRF)!u:lizing!NEX!resources!
•  NASA!Earth!Exchange!(NEX),!h8p://nex.nasa.gov!
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